Background
==========

Efforts to control all strains of malaria always include steps to reduce contact between the mosquito vector and humans, including the introduction of bed nets, adulticide, and larvicide. Mathematical models are the key to understanding optimal delivery of these interventions, especially regarding timing of adulticide and larvicide applications, often yielding non-intuitive results for vector borne disease, as in Baumrin *et al.*\[[@B1]\]. Numerical experiments can also test the effects of multiple simultaneous interventions, the closest one can come to a controlled experiment.

A recent paper by Mandal *et al.*\[[@B2]\] describes an assortment of models of malaria, descended from an early nonlinear system of ordinary differential equations of Ross \[[@B3]\]. Smith *et al.*\[[@B4]\] and Reiner *et al.*\[[@B5]\] trace the development of descendants of the Ross model and the increasing complexity in these models over the last century. Dynamic models given by systems of ordinary differential equations have an advantage over models based on statistical correlations or data fitting. Dynamic models take as input the parameters controlling the spread of disease, producing predicted incidence of malaria cases as output, evolving over time. These dynamic systems attempt to model the mechanisms driving malaria dynamics. Consequently, variations in input such as bite rate, initial incidence of disease, prevalence of mosquitoes can, therefore, be explored to see their effects on malaria prevalence in the model. Causality is clearer in these dynamic models than in data-driven correlations.

Unfortunately, dynamical models for malaria transmission are rarely validated against real world data sets. Gleaning parameters from a variety of sources is the usual approach for modelling because mathematicians do not have resources to collect the data they actually need to support their model. Thus Chitnis *et al.*\[[@B6]\] use estimated equilibrium mosquito population from Western Kenya, bite rates from Khmer and New Guinea, mosquito-to-human transmission probabilities from a paper that estimates these from an earlier publication in 1974, and human-to-mosquito transmission probabilities from Africa. The parameters do not represent data collected in the same year, at the same location, or even for necessarily the same species of mosquito. Thus the results of this paper, as of those that came before, are largely qualitative. Judged only by their qualitative behaviour, the five models chosen for in-depth comparison show some useful similarities as well as annoying discrepancies that must be resolved if one is to hope for quantitatively accurate results.

However, it is still possible to compare different models based on overall dynamics and response to parameter changes. To the extent that multiple models tell the same story, it is possible to draw limited conclusions about the effectiveness of control measures under different scenarios. As a combination of control measures (bed nets, spraying, larvicide, patient treatment) are likely to be necessary to manage or eradicate malaria in regions where it is endemic, the relative sensitivity of a model to corresponding parameter changes (bite rate, mosquito death rate, mosquito production rate, human recovery rate, respectively) is a critical piece of the puzzle. In this paper the performance, and especially the sensitivities, of five models are compared in order to see what implications these models, taken together, may have for malaria control.

Surveys of models usually include comparisons of structure and bifurcation properties. While useful, these comparisons do not necessarily capture comparisons of greatest concern in practice, such as the relationships between 1) disease incidence in vectors and humans, 2) human disease *versus* man-biting rate and entomological inoculation rate, and 3) response to treatment interventions. The tests developed here are constructed, not from the point of view of a developer of models, but from the perspective of potential implementation. The numerical experiments described in this paper allow models to be compared on the basis of their performance on measures of specific relevance to malaria control, complementing comparisons based on their structure.

Methods
=======

Overview of models chosen
-------------------------

Five models were chosen for comparison. The original Ross \[[@B3]\] and Macdonald \[[@B7]\] models were selected for their simplicity, Chitnis \[[@B6]\] and McKenzie \[[@B8]\] as more complex models, and Anderson/May \[[@B9]\] as an intermediate example. All of the models include populations of susceptible and infected humans and mosquitoes. The Ross and model includes only those populations, while the Macdonald model adds exposed mosquitoes. The other three add exposed humans and mosquitoes as well. McKenzie and Chitnis include the recovered human population, but their definitions of "recovered" differ. In Chitnis, the "recovered" population includes individuals who are temporarily immune and still infectious. In McKenzie, the "recovered" population includes individuals who are temporarily immune but not infectious. Anderson/May includes time delays for progression from exposed to infected for both humans and mosquitoes. One version of McKenzie's model also incorporates a time delay, but the one tested here does not.

For certain parameters each of these models has a stable disease free equilibrium. Similarly, for some parameters the disease free equilibrium becomes unstable and a stable endemic equilibrium appears. The greater complexity of the Chitnis and McKenzie models is due to the form of various terms in the equations, rather than the number of compartments in the model. The Chitnis model has certain parameters for which the endemic equilibrium enters at a high value, and is more complex than the others, not only in its structure but in its bifurcation behaviour.

How overall population size was set and controlled is one source of variation among models. Chitnis is the only model that incorporates dynamic human and mosquito population size, where *N*~*h*~ is the total human population and *N*~*m*~ the total mosquito population. All other models assume a constant population for humans and mosquitoes. In the McKenzie model, mosquito populations are fractional with respect to the total human population's size, i.e. if *I*~*m*~=2 in McKenzie, this means that there are twice as many infected mosquitoes as the entire human population. In the other four models all human variables are fractional, where *s*~*h*~ is the proportion of humans who are susceptible, and so on. McKenzie's model is stated in terms of proportional human population values *S*~*h*~, *I*~*h*~, *etc.*, but the mosquito populations were converted to proportions of total mosquito population for the purpose of comparison with the other four models.

State variables of all models were reinterpreted as proportions when necessary for purposes of comparing models. Variables *e*~*h*~, *i*~*h*~ and *r*~*h*~ represent the proportion of the human population which is exposed, infected and recovered, respectively. Similarly, *e*~*m*~ and *i*~*m*~ represent the proportion of the mosquito population which is exposed and infected. Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} summarizes the models visually. A mathematical summary of the five models is given in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}.

![**Schematic describing all five models.** Quantities represented in the Ross, Macdonald, Anderson/May, McKenzie and Chitnis models of malaria transmission. Arrows indicate directions of flow when a quantity is present in the model. R = Ross, Mac = Macdonald, A/M = Anderson/May, M = McKenzie, C = Chitnis. \*Susceptible mosquitoes are not included directly in any model, but Chitnis includes the total mosquito population, so susceptible mosquitoes are implicitly modeled.](1475-2875-13-268-1){#F1}

###### 

Expressions for derivatives in all models

                                   **Ross**                                                                                                                                                                                                  **Macdonald**                                                                                                                                                                                                            **McKenzie**
  ------------------- ----------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ -----------------------------------------------------------
  *S*~*h*~                            \-                                                                                                                                                                                                           \-                                                                                                                                                                                                  *qR*~*h*~(*t*)-*hI*~*m*~(*t*)*S*~*h*~(*t*)
  *e*~*h*~,*E*~*h*~                   \-                                                                                                                                                                                                           \-                                                                                                                                                                                                  *hI*~*m*~(*t*)*S*~*h*~(*t*)-*kE*~*h*~(*t*)
  *i*~*h*~,*I*~*h*~    *abmi*~*m*~(*t*)(1-*i*~*h*~(*t*))                                                                                                                                                                           *abmi*~*m*~(*t*)(1-*i*~*h*~(*t*))                                                                                                                                                                                          *kE*~*h*~(*t*)-*pI*~*h*~(*t*)
  \-                           \-*ri*~*h*~(*t*)                                                                                                                                                                                             \-*ri*~*h*~(*t*)                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
  *r*~*h*~,*R*~*h*~                   \-                                                                                                                                                                                                           \-                                                                                                                                                                                                         *pI*~*h*~(*t*)-*qR*~*h*~(*t*)
  *S*~*m*~                            \-                                                                                                                                                                                                           \-                                                                                                                                                                                                *f*-*hI*~*h*~(*t*)*S*~*m*~(*t*)-*dS*~*m*~(*t*)
  *e*~*m*~,*E*~*m*~                   \-                                                                                                                                                                           *aci*~*h*~(*t*)(1-*e*~*m*~(*t*)-*i*~*m*~(*t*))-*μ*~2~*e*~*m*~(*t*)                                                                                                                                                           *hI*~*h*~(*t*)*S*~*m*~(*t*)-*gE*~*m*~(*t*)-*dE*~*m*~(*t*)
  \-                                  \-                                                                                                                    $- \textit{aci}_{h}\left( t - \tau_{m} \right)\left( {} \right)1 - e_{m}\left( t - \tau_{m} \right) - i_{m}\left( t - \tau_{m} \right){)\left. {} \right)}e^{- \mu_{2}\tau_{m}}$                                                                                                                                 
  *i*~*m*~,*I*~*m*~    *aci*~*h*~(*t*)(1-*i*~*m*~(*t*))                                                                                                                                                          *aci*~*h*~(*t*-*τ*~*m*~)(1-*e*~*m*~(*t*-*τ*~*m*~)-*μ*~2~*i*~*m*~(*t*)                                                                                                                                                                        *gE*~*m*~(*t*)-*dI*~*m*~(*t*)
  \-                                                                                                                                                                                                         $- i_{m}\left( t - \tau_{m} \right){)\left. {} \right)}e^{- \mu_{2}\tau_{m}}$                                                                                                                                                                                   
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            **Anderson/May**                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
  *e*~*h*~,*E*~*h*~                                                                                                                              $- \textit{abmi}_{m}\left( t - \tau_{h} \right)\left( {} \right)1 - e_{h}\left( t - \tau_{h} \right) - i_{h}\left( t - \tau_{h} \right)\left. {)\left. {} \right)}e^{- \tau_{h}(r + \mu_{1})} \right)$                                                                                                                      
  *i*~*h*~,*I*~*h*~                                                                                                                                                                                                        *abmi*~*m*~(*t*-*τ*~*h*~)(1-*e*~*h*~(*t*-*τ*~*h*~)                                                                                                                                                                                                
                                                                                                                                                                          $- i_{h}\left( t - \tau_{h} \right){)\left. {} \right)}e^{- \tau_{h}(r + \mu_{1})} - \textit{ri}_{h}\left( t \right) - \mu_{1}i_{h}\left( t \right)$                                                                                                                                               
  *e*~*m*~,*E*~*m*~                                                                                                                                                                                                *aci*~*h*~(*t*)(1-*e*~*m*~(*t*)-*i*~*m*~(*t*))-*μ*~2~*e*~*m*~(*t*)                                                                                                                                                                                        
  \-                                                                                                                                                        $- \textit{aci}_{h}\left( t - \tau_{m} \right)\left( {} \right)1 - e_{m}\left( t - \tau_{m} \right) - i_{m}\left( t - \tau_{m} \right){)\left. {} \right)}e^{- \mu_{2}\tau_{m}}$                                                                                                                                 
  *i*~*m*~,*I*~*m*~                                                                                                                                                                                              *aci*~*h*~(*t*-*τ*~*m*~)(1-*e*~*m*~(*t*-*τ*~*m*~)-*μ*~2~*i*~*m*~(*t*)                                                                                                                                                                                       
  \-                                                                                                                                                                                                         $- i_{m}\left( t - \tau_{m} \right){)\left. {} \right)}e^{- \mu_{2}\tau_{m}}$                                                                                                                                                                                   
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              **Chitnis**                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
  *S*~*h*~                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   *qR*~*h*~(*t*)                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     \-*hI*~*m*~(*t*)*S*~*h*~(*t*)                                                                                                                                                                                                           
  *e*~*h*~,*E*~*h*~                                                                           $\left( {} \right)\frac{\sigma_{m}\sigma_{h}N_{m}\left( t \right)b_{\textit{hm}}i_{m}\left( t \right)}{\sigma_{m}N_{m}\left( t \right) + \sigma_{h}N_{h}\left( t \right)}{)\left. {} \right)}\left( {} \right)1 - e_{h}\left( t \right) - i_{h}\left( t \right) - r_{h}\left( t \right){)\left. {} \right)}$                                                                   
                                                                                                                                                          $- \left( {} \right)\nu_{h} + \psi_{h} + \frac{\Lambda_{h}}{N_{h}\left( t \right)}{)\left. {} \right)}e_{h}\left( t \right) + \delta_{h}i_{h}\left( t \right)e_{h}\left( t \right)$                                                                                                                                
  *i*~*h*~,*I*~*h*~                                                                                                                                            $\nu_{h}e_{h}\left( t \right) - \left( {} \right)\gamma_{h} + \delta_{h} + \psi_{h} + \frac{\Lambda_{h}}{N_{h}\left( t \right)}{)\left. {} \right)}i_{h}\left( t \right)$                                                                                                                                     
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       \+*δ*~*h*~*i*~*h*~(*t*)^2^                                                                                                                                                                                                            
  *r*~*h*~,*R*~*h*~                                                                                                                       $\gamma_{h}i_{h}\left( t \right) - \left( {} \right)\rho_{h} + \psi_{h} + \frac{\Lambda_{h}}{N_{h}\left( t \right)}{)\left. {} \right)}r_{h}\left( t \right) + \delta_{h}i_{h}\left( t \right)r_{h}\left( t \right)$                                                                                                               
  *N*~*h*~                                                                                                                                                                                 *Λ*~*h*~+*ψ*~*h*~*N*~*h*~(*t*)-(*μ*~1*h*~+*μ*~2*h*~*N*~*h*~(*t*))*N*~*h*~(*t*)-*δ*~*h*~*i*~*h*~(*t*)*N*~*h*~(*t*)                                                                                                                                                                 
  *e*~*m*~,*E*~*m*~                                        $\left( {} \right)\frac{\sigma_{m}\sigma_{h}N_{h}\left( t \right)}{\sigma_{m}N_{m}\left( t \right) + \sigma_{h}N_{h}\left( t \right)}{)\left. {} \right)}\left( {} \right)b_{\textit{mh}}i_{h}\left( t \right) + {\overset{\sim}{b}}_{\textit{mh}}r_{h}\left( t \right){)\left. {} \right)}\left( {} \right)1 - e_{m}\left( t \right) - i_{m}\left( t \right){)\left. {} \right)}$                                
  *i*~*m*~,*I*~*m*~                                                                                                                                                                                                           *ν*~*m*~*e*~*m*~(*t*)-*ψ*~*m*~*i*~*m*~(*t*)                                                                                                                                                                                                    
  *N*~*m*~                                                                                                                                                                                                       *ψ*~*m*~*N*~*m*~(*t*)-(*μ*~1*m*~+*μ*~2*m*~*N*~*m*~(*t*))*N*~*m*~(*t*)                                                                                                                                                                                       

Parameters and initial conditions
---------------------------------

Models were tested for nine sets of parameters and initial conditions. Three sets of initial conditions express a variety of possible situations: midrange human prevalence and high vector prevalence, higher human prevalence and low vector prevalence, and low prevalence in both populations. Note that in some of the models the authors compute some parameter values based on initial conditions, and their method was followed here. The parameter *m*, the mosquito to human ratio in the Ross, Macdonald, and Anderson/May models, is computed from initial conditions. For all models, the man-biting rates and entomological inoculation rate are dependent on mosquito/human ratios set by initial conditions.

Neither the Ross or Macdonald model include all of these groups as variables. For those in which recovered is not a human category, the initial recovered population was included in the susceptible group. If there is not an exposed category in humans and/or mosquitoes, the initial exposed population was combined with the infected group because the mosquitoes or humans have already contracted the disease.

Parameter values across models, listed in Tables [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}, and [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}, were made as consistent as possible using the relationships described in the caption of Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}. Chitnis *et al.*\[[@B6]\] was the primary source for parameter values, as they provided the greatest depth in citation and explanation of values used. Parameter set 1 represents the highest transmission intensity (high bite rate, low mosquito mortality), while parameter set 2 represents the lowest. Parameter set 3 has a high bite rate but also high mosquito mortality. Taken together with the various initial conditions the nine scenarios provide a variety of transmission rates and mosquito to human ratios. There is enough variety in the initial conditions to approximate the data in Beier *et al.*\[[@B10]\], at least for some of the models.

###### 

Summary of all parameters included

  **Label, Units**                                                                          **Description**                                                    **Models used in**
  ---------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ --------------------
  *Λ*~*h*~, Humans/Day                                                                 Immigration rate of humans                                                      C
  *ψ*~*h*~, Day ^-1^                                                                Per capita birth rate of humans                                                    C
  \* *ψ*~*m*~, Day ^-1^                                                           Per capita birth rate of mosquitoes                                                  C
  \**f*, Day ^-1^                                                                          Mosquito natality                                                           M
  \**a*, Day ^-1^                                                                           Man biting rate                                                        AM, Mac R
  \**h*, Day ^-1^                                                                    Daily rate of mosquito biting                                                     M
  \* *σ*~*m*~, Day ^-1^                                      Number of times a mosquito would bite a human if humans were freely available                             C
  *σ*~*h*~, Day ^-1^                                                       Maximum number of mosquito bites a human can have                                           C
  *b*, -                                                                 Proportion of bites which produce infection in humans                                     AM, Mac, R
  *b*~*h*\ *m*~, -                                    Probability of transmission of infection from an infectious mosquito to a susceptible human                      C
  *c*, -                                                            Proportion of bites by which a susceptible mosquito is infected                                AM, Mac, R
  *b*~*m*\ *h*~, -                                    Probability of transmission of infection from an infectious human to a susceptible mosquito                      C
  ${\overset{\sim}{b}}_{\textit{mh}}$, -    Probability of transmission of infection from a recovered (asymptomatic carrier) human to a susceptible mosquito           C
  \**m*, -                                                               Ratio of number of female mosquitos to that of humans                                     AM, Mac, R
  *ν*~*h*~, Day ^-1^                                                Per capita rate of human progression from exposed to infectious                                    C
  \*\# *ν*~*m*~, Day ^-1^                                          Per capita rate of mosquito progression from exposed to infectious                                  C
  \*\# *τ*~*h*~, Day                                                                     Latent period of human                                                        AM
  *τ*~*m*~, Day                                                                        Latent period of mosquito                                                    AM, Mac
  *DM*, Day                                                  Length of the interval between mosquito infection and the onset of infectivity                            M
  *DH*, Day                                                   Length of the interval between human infection and the onset of infectivity                              M
  *WN*, Day                                                                   Duration of a host's infectivity to vectors                                              M
  *r*, Day ^-1^                                                                     Average recovery rate of humans                                                AM, Mac, R
  *γ*~*h*~, Day ^-1^                                                               Per capita recovery rate of humans                                                  C
  *ρ*~*h*~, Day ^-1^                                                         Per capita rate of loss of immunity for humans                                            C
  *IM*, Day ^-1^                                                A human's susceptibility to re-infection through daily decay of immunity                               M
  *δ*~*h*~, Day ^-1^                                                        Per capita disease induced death rate for humans                                           C
  *d*, Day ^-1^                                                                            Mosquito mortality                                                          M
  *μ*~1~, Year ^-1^                                                              Per capita rate of human mortality AM                                                  
  \* *μ*~2~, Day ^-1^                                                            Per capita rate of mosquito mortality                                             AM, Mac, R
  *μ*~1*h*~, Day ^-1^                                              Density independent part of death (and emigration) rate of humans                                   C
  *μ*~2*h*~, Humans ^-1^ x Day ^-1^                                 Density dependent part of death (and emigration) rate of humans                                    C
  *μ*~1*m*~, Year ^-1^                                                    Density independent part of death rate of mosquitoes                                         C
  \* *μ*~2*m*~, Mosquito ^-1^ x Day ^-1^                                   Density dependent part of death rate of mosquitoes                                          C
  *k*,*p*,*q*, Day ^-1^                       Human flow rates from Exposed to Infected, Infected to Recovered, and Recovered to Susceptible, respectively             M
  \*\#*g*, Day ^-1^                                                           Mosquito flow rate from Exposed to Infected                                              M

KEY: \*depends on mosquito population and dynamics, \#depends on temperature.

###### 

Sets of parameter values used in numerical experiments

  **Model**                                   **Parameters**                                      **Parameter set 1**           **Parameter set 2**           **Parameter set 3**
  ----------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ----------------------------- ------------------------------ ---------------------------
  Ross                                      a, b, c, r, *μ*~2~                                    .3,.2,.5,.01,.03302         .1,.03,.275,.0035,.03304          .5,.4,.4,.05,.1
  Macdonald                                      a, b, c,                                              .3,.2,.5,                    .1,.03,.275,                   .5,.4,.4,
                                           r, *μ*~2~, *τ*~*m*~                                      .01,.03302, 15                .0035,.03304, 10                 .05,.1, 5
  Anderson                                     a, b, c, r,                                           .3,.2,.5,.01,               .1,.03,.275,.0035,              .5,.4,.4,.05,
  and May                           *μ*~1~, *μ*~2~, *τ*~*h*~, *τ*~*m*~                           .017/365,.033, 10, 15        5.2·10^-6^,.033, 25, 10        1.03·10^-5^,.1, 15, 5
  Chitnis                        *Λ*~*h*~, *ψ*~*h*~, *ψ*~*m*~, *σ*~*m*~,                       .033, 1.1·10^-5^,.13,.5,     .041, 5.5·10^-5^,.05,.3, 5,.      .037,.00011,.15,.6,
               *σ*~*h*~, *b*~*h*\ *m*~, *b*~*m*\ *h*~, ${\overset{\sim}{b}}_{\textit{mh}}$,         19,.2,.5,.048,                03,.25,.025,.04,              3.5,.4,.37,.03,
                                           *ν*~*h*~, *ν*~*m*~,                                         .1,.067,                      .1,.0035,                     .067,.2,
                                           *γ*~*h*~, *δ*~*h*~,                                      .01, 9·10^-5^,                2·10^-5^,.0027,               .05, 7·10^-5^,
                                     *ρ*~*h*~, *μ*~1*h*~, *μ*~2*h*~,                          .009, 4.6·10^-5^, 5·10^-7^,       5·10^-6^, 2·10^-7^,        .00055, 10^-5^, 3·10^-7^,
                                           *u*~1*v*~, *u*~2*v*~                                      033, 2·10^-5^                 .033, 4·10^-5^            .1-2·10^-5^, 2·10^-5^
  Initial                                        Quantity                                                High                          Medium                         Low
  condition                                                                                          transmission                   transmission                 transmission
                                        *S*~*h*~,*E*~*h*~,*I*~*h*~                                     500,10,30                     510,50,40                     600,20,3
                                        *S*~*m*~,*E*~*m*~,*I*~*m*~                                    4000,100,50                    3000,10,25                    2400,30,5

Relationships among parameters: *b*=*b*~*h*\ *m*~, $c = b_{\textit{mh}} + {\overset{\sim}{b}}_{\textit{mh}}$, $\tau_{h} = \textit{DH} = \frac{1}{\nu_{h}}$, $\tau_{m} = \textit{DM} = \frac{1}{\nu_{m}}$, *r*=*γ*~*h*~, *μ*~1~=*μ*~1*h*~+*μ*~2*h*~, *μ*~2~=*μ*~1*m*~+*μ*~2*m*~, *h*=*a*, *d*=*μ*~1~=1-*VS*, *q*=*IM*=*ρ*~*h*~, $p = \frac{\textit{log}2}{\textit{WN}}$, $k = \frac{\textit{log}2}{\textit{DH}}$, $g = \frac{\textit{log}2}{\textit{DV}}$, *ψ*~*m*~=*f*. Notes on initial conditions: For those in which recovered is not a human category, the initial recovered population was included in the susceptible group. If there is not an exposed category in humans and/or mosquitos, the initial exposed population was combined with the infected group. Absolute numbers were reinterpreted as percentages or ratios when appropriate.

Checks for consistency
----------------------

Reproduction numbers were calculated for each of the nine variations and were found to be consistent with assumed transmission intensity across all models. Time series outputs for all 45 systems were checked for consistency. The parameter sets and initial conditions intended to describe lower transmission systems did produce lower disease prevalence, across all models. All simulations were done with Matlab software.Bifurcation diagrams for bite rate and mosquito mortality were created for all 45 simulations to check that all systems exhibited the correct behaviour around the critical value where the disease free equilibrium becomes unstable. Two examples of bifurcation diagrams for bite rate and mosquito mortality are shown in Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}.For each scenario and all five models, the proportion of infected humans was plotted against the proportion of infected mosquitoes at equilibrium, shown in Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}A. Human disease prevalence is plotted against entomological inoculation rate in Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}B, and against man-biting rate in Figures [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}C and [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}D. These plots check for the agreement of the models with intuition (in the case of 3A, 3C and 3D) and data (3B).

![**Bifurcation diagram of**$i_{h}^{\ast}$***versus*A) biting rate*a*for parameter set 1 and the first set of initial conditions; and B) mosquito mortality rate*μ***~**2**~**for parameter set 2 and the first set of initial conditions, for all five models.** Because all five models are pictured at once, the unstable branch of the bifurcation given by the disease-free equilibrium is not pictured. Note that the ordering of magnitude is preserved for the range in which the parameter is varied, except for the McKenzie and Chitnis models.](1475-2875-13-268-2){#F2}

![**A series of model comparisons.** These panels describe summary data for equilibrium performance of all five models across all nine sets of parameters and initial conditions. The data displays both general trends and outliers to these trends. **A.** Infected human *versus* infected mosquito equilibrium proportions are plotted for models. **B.** Equilibrium values of infected humans *versus* entomological inoculate rate (EIR): Malaria prevalence at equilibrium is plotted against the equilibrium value of the entomological inoculate rate. The curve is given by Beier *et al.*\[[@B10]\] based on a review of field studies. **C.** and **D.** Equilibrium values of infected humans *versus* man-biting rate: On the left $i_{h}^{\ast}$ is plotted *versus* the man-biting rate for all models. On the right the Chitnis model is removed. Key: Ross(dots), Macdonald (diamonds), Anderson and May (astirisks), and McKenzie (squares), Chitnis (open circles).](1475-2875-13-268-3){#F3}

Sensitivity analysis
--------------------

Sensitivities, to all parameters of infected vector and human populations at equilibrium, were tested for all models and parameter sets. Equilibrium was established with the original parameter values, and then recalculated for each parameter adjustment. For each pair of parameters and initial conditions, the changes in $i_{m}^{\ast}$ and $i_{h}^{\ast}$ caused by an increase or decrease in any given parameter was calculated, and parameters were ranked in order of overall sensitivity in human and mosquito populations using two metrics. For simpler models (Ross, MacDonald, McKenzie) this calculation was done analytically and checked for agreement with computational results. For the more complex models (Anderson/May and Chitnis) numerical experiments were done using Matlab software.

Starting from values given in Tables [4](#T4){ref-type="table"} and [5](#T5){ref-type="table"} (nine total runs for each model), each parameter was adjusted plus or minus 5% while keeping all others constant. A 5% change in a given parameter may correspond to an error in measurement or may represent an intervention that affects the parameter. Although a crude description of sensitivity, it is a realistic description of a measurable change in the parameter itself.

###### 

Sensitivity rankings: two rankings given, top five parameters in order

  Ross            Method 1 infected                   (*a*,*r*,*b*,*μ*~2~,*c*)
  -------------- ------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------
  MacDonald       Method 1 infected                 (*a*,*r*,*μ*~2~,*b*,*τ*~*m*~)
                     humans only                                   
                  Method 1 infected                 (*μ*~2~,*a*,*τ*~*m*~,*c*,*r*)
                   mosquitoes only                                 
                  Method 2 infected                 (*a*,*r*,*b*,*μ*~2~,*τ*~*m*~)
                     humans only                                   
                  Method 2 infected                 (*μ*~2~,*a*,*τ*~*m*~,*c*,*r*)
                   mosquitoes only                                 
  Anderson/May    Method 1 infected                (*r*,*a*,*τ*~*h*~,*μ*~2~,*b*,)
                     humans only                                   
                  Method 1 infected                 (*μ*~2~,*a*,*c*,*τ*~*m*~,*r*)
                   mosquitoes only                                 
                  Method 2 infected                 (*r*,*a*,*τ*~*h*~,*μ*~2~,*b*)
                     humans only                                   
                  Method 2 infected                 (*μ*~2~,*a*,*c*,*τ*~*m*~,*r*)
                   mosquitoes only                                 
  McKenzie        Method 1 infected                  (*h*,*IM*,*DH*,*WN*,*f*~1~)
                     humans only                                   
                  Method 1 infected                  (*DH*,*f*~1~,*d*,*WN*,*IM*)
                   mosquitoes only                                 
                  Method 2 infected                  (*h*,*IM*,*WN*,*DH*,*f*~1~)
                     humans only                                   
                  Method 2 infected                  (*f*~1~,*DH*,*WN*,*d*,*IM*)
                   mosquitoes only                                 
  Chitnis         Method 1 infected        (*γ*~*h*~,*μ*~1*m*~,*ρ*~*h*~,*ψ*~*m*~,*σ*~*m*~)
                     humans only                                   
                  Method 1 infected   (*ψ*~*m*~,*γ*~*h*~,*μ*~1*m*~,*μ*~2*m*~,*ν*~*m*~,*σ*~*m*~)
                   mosquitoes only                                 
                  Method 2 infected        (*γ*~*h*~,*ψ*~*m*~,*σ*~*m*~,*ρ*~*h*~,*Λ*~*h*~,)
                     humans only                                   
                  Method 2 infected       (*σ*~*m*~,*μ*~1*m*~,*μ*~2*m*~,*ψ*~*m*~,*γ*~*h*~)
                   mosquitoes only                                 

###### 

Parameters of high sensitivity (greater than 5%) across all models

                 **Ross**                  **MacDonald**                   **Anderson/May**                    **McKenzie**                             **Chitnis**
  -------- --------------------- ---------------------------------- ------------------------------ ------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------
  P(1,1)                                                                                                         *h*(5)\*                              *ψ*~*m*~ (8)\*
  P(1,2)                                                                                                    *h*(5)\*, *DH*(5)\*                        *ψ*~*m*~ (8)\*
  P(1,3)                                                                                                   *h*(5)\*, *DH*(16)\*                        *ψ*~*m*~ (8)\*
  P(2,1)                               *μ*~2~(6)\*, *a*(5)\*            *μ*~2~(6)\*, *a*(6)\*               *h*(6)\*, *IM*(5),                 *μ*~1*m*~(20), *γ*~*h*~(12-14)
                                                                                                           *WN*(5-7), *DH*(5)\*                *μ*~2*m*~(12-14), *σ*~*m*~(10)
                                                                                                          *d*(15)\*, *f*~1~(15)\*               *ψ*~*m*~(7)\*, *Λ*~*h*~(6)\*
                                                                                                                                                *ψ*~*h*~(6), *δ*~*h*~(5-6),
                                                                                                                                          *μ*~1*h*~(5), *ν*~*h*~(5), *ρ*~*h*~(5)\*
  P(2,2)         *a*(6)\*,        *a* (7-8), *μ*~2~(8)\*, *c*(5)\*     *a* (8-9), *μ*~2~(5-9),             *DH*(11-44), *IM*(5),                              
                                                                         *c* (6)\*, *r*(5)\*               *h*(6)\*, *WN*(5-7),                               
                                                                                                          *f*~1~(15)\*, *d*(15)\*                      Same as above
  P(2,3)    *a*(6-8), *c*(5)\*,      *a*(10-12), *μ*~2~(7-10),         *a* (8-9), *μ*~2~(5-9),             *DH*(11-34), *IM*(5),                              
                *μ*~2~(5)\*         *c*(7)\*, *r*(6)\*, *b*(6)\*     *c*(6)\*, *r*(5)\*, *b*(5-7)          *h*(6)\*, *WN*(5-7),                               
                                                                                                          *f*~1~(15)\*, *d*(15)\*                      Same as above
  P(3,1)                                                                     *μ*~2~(5)\*               *h*(9)\*, *WN*(5-9), *IM*(5)                    *ψ*~*m*~(12)\*
                                                                                                          *f*~1~(15)\*, *d*(15)\*                             
  P(3,2)                                                                     *μ*~2~(5)\*               *h*(9)\*, *WN*(5-9), *IM*(5)                    *ψ*~*m*~(12)\*
                                                                                                    *f*~1~(15)\*, *d*(15)\*, *DH*(88)\*                       
  P(3,3)                                                                *μ*~2~(5)\*, *r*(5)\*          *h*(9)\*, *WN*(5-9), *IM*(5)                    *ψ*~*m*~(12)\*
                                                                                                    *f*~1~(15)\*, *d*(15)\*, *DH*(89)\*                       

Key: P(i,j) means parameter set i and initial conditions j. An asterisk indicates a parameter to which only one of $i_{h}^{\ast}$, $i_{m}^{\ast}$ was sensitive and change in the other was negligible. Numbers in parentheses indicate the largest (approximate) percent change in magnitude (in either $i_{h}^{\ast}$ or $i_{m}^{\ast}$) resulting from a 5% change in corresponding parameter value.

Final sensitivity rankings were derived from these results in two different ways from the nine rankings derived from calculations for each model. Method 1, $\left( {} \right)\sum\frac{1}{\textit{rank}}{)\left. {} \right)}$, put more emphasis on specific, very high sensitivities and Method 2, $\left( {} \right)\sum\textit{tot} - \textit{rank}{)\left. {} \right)}$, placed more emphasis on consistent mid to high sensitivities where *tot* is the total number of parameters being tested. Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"} shows the most sensitive parameters and their respective rankings for each model.

Rankings do not tell the whole story. In different models these rankings mean different things. For Chitnis, there are 17 parameters, and thus the top five listed in this table are very sensitive. Conversely, Ross has only five parameters total, so the lower ranked parameters shown in these tables are not necessarily very sensitive. Another way to understand which parameters are important is to compare the effect size. In Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"} all parameters are given which, when varied by 5% gave variation in $i_{m}^{\ast}$ or $i_{h}^{\ast}$ of at least 5%, on a case by case basis across all nine choices of parameters and initial conditions. The approximate percent variation caused by altering the given parameter is given in parentheses. If no parameters cause a change of over 5% the entry is blank.

Development of control trials
-----------------------------

Based on these rankings, three parameters were chosen for further study: bite rate, mosquito mortality rate, and human recovery rate. For these three, sensitivity profiles (*e.g.*$\partial i_{h}^{\ast}/{\partial\alpha}$ for parameter *α*) were computed across a range of parameter values for each of the choices of parameter sets and initial conditions. General trends were noted, along with seeming anomalies. Sensitivity profiles for these three parameters, for all five models and nine sets of baseline data as in Table [4](#T4){ref-type="table"}, were studied with the goal of developing control trials that could further distinguish between models. Based upon the behaviour of the Macdonald and Anderson/May models shown in Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, two models were chosen for control trials and comparison using the same parameter set.

![**Sensitivity profiles for recovery rate for two models.** Macdonald, Anderson and May sensitivity plots for recovery rate using parameter set 3 and "medium transmission" initial conditions, as in Table [5](#T5){ref-type="table"}. **A.**$\partial i_{h}^{\ast}/{\partial r}$*versusr*, Macdonald model, **B.**$\partial i_{m}^{\ast}/{\partial r}$*versusr*, Macdonald model, **C.**$\partial i_{h}^{\ast}/{\partial r}$*versusr*, Anderson/May model, **D.**$\partial i_{m}^{\ast}/{\partial r}$*versusr*, Anderson/May model. Note the different profiles for the sensitivity of $i_{m}^{\ast}$ at low recovery rates.](1475-2875-13-268-4){#F4}

A series of control trials of the Macdonald and Anderson/May models showed the predicted percent improvement in infected humans over 100 days. Typical interventions would include 1) spraying for mosquitoes, which would increase the mosquito mortality rate, 2) the use of bed nets, which would reduce the bite rate, and 3) screening for infected humans and treating them, which would increase the human recovery rate. As screening for infection and subsequent treatment is expensive compared to spraying or the use of bed nets, it is of practical use to know whether it's effect could be enhanced by adjusting the timing of the intervention. Dynamical models are meant to shed light on time dependent phenomena, so the control trials chosen concentrate on the timing of these three types of intervention.The interventions simulated were: 1) No intervention, 2) 50% reduction of bite rate for days 20--50, 3) doubling of mosquito mortality rate for days 20--50, 4) 50% reduction of bite rate for days 20--50 then doubling of human recovery rate for days 60--90, 5) doubling of human recovery rate for days 20--50 then 50% reduction of bite rate for days 60--90, 6) doubling of mosquito mortality rate for days 20--50 then doubling of human recovery rate for days 60--90, 7) doubling of human recovery rate for days 20--50 then doubling of mosquito mortality rate for days 60--90, 8) doubling of the mosquito mortality rate for days 20--50, followed by a 50% reduction of the bite rate, 9) 50% reduction of bite rate for days 20--50, followed by a doubling of the mosquito mortality rate for days 60--90. The results of these numerical experiments are in Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}.

![**Results of control trials for parameter set 3 and "medium transmission" initial conditions, as in Table**[5](#T5){ref-type="table"}**.A.** Percent case reduction overall resulting from nine control strategies, Macdonald model, **B.** Percent case reduction overall resulting from nine control strategies, Anderson/May model. **C.** Cases on day 100 resulting from nine control strategies, Macdonald model, **D.** Cases on day 100 resulting from nine control strategies, Anderson/May model. Left to right the numbered bars represent: 1) No intervention, 2) 50% reduction of bite rate for days 20--50, 3) doubling of mosquito mortality rate for days 20--50, 4) 50% reduction of bite rate for days 20--50 then doubling of human recovery rate for days 60--90, 5) doubling of human recovery rate for days 20--50 then 50% reduction of bite rate for days 60--90, 6) doubling of mosquito mortality rate for days 20--50 then doubling of human recovery rate for days 60--90, 7) doubling of human recovery rate for days 20--50 then doubling of mosquito mortality rate for days 60--90, 8) doubling of the mosquito mortality rate for days 20--50, followed by a 50% reduction of the bite rate, 9) 50% reduction of bite rate for days 20--50, followed by a doubling of the mosquito mortality rate for days 60--90.](1475-2875-13-268-5){#F5}

Results
=======

Magnitude of human and vector disease prevalence at equilibrium
---------------------------------------------------------------

All models include the two infectious populations, *i*~*m*~ and *i*~*h*~ given as the proportion of mosquitoes infectious and the proportion of humans infectious, respectively. With comparable initial conditions and parameters, these five models give very different predictions of what happens at equilibrium, varying from 10 to 70 percent infected humans for parameter set 2 and initial condition 1. This variation is visible across a range of parameters, as illustrated in the examples in Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. For all models the parameters expected to produce higher (or lower) rates of disease did so, with corresponding changes in the magnitude of the reproduction number.

Consistency with respect to complexity of the model
---------------------------------------------------

For any of the nine sets of parameters and initial conditions, the equilibrium value for infected humans (or mosquitoes) always occurs in the same order for all models except McKenzie's. The simplest model (Ross) has the most infected individuals. As the models come to contain more compartments and more complex expressions, a smaller percentage of infected humans is present at equilibrium. Thus, the second most complicated model (Macdonald) has fewer infected individuals at equilibrium, the third most complicated (Anderson/May) has even fewer and the most complicated model (Chitnis) has the lowest proportion infected ($i_{h}^{\ast}$) at equilibrium. Consistent with this observation, reproduction numbers decline as the model becomes more complex, with the exception of McKenzie, whose reproduction numbers did not behave consistently with respect to the other models.McKenzie's model has the same number of compartments as the Anderson/May model, but its equilibrium values do not respect any particular ordering according to its complexity among the five models considered. Furthermore, the McKenzie model has the unusual feature that in some cases (parameter set 2 and initial conditions 1) the infected mosquito equilibrium is high, second only to Ross, while the infected human equilibrium is low: just above that of Chitnis. This behaviour is visible as outliers to the general trend in Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}A.

Consistency with respect to intuition and data
----------------------------------------------

Intuition suggests that the proportion of infected humans should rise with the bite rate and decline with increased mosquito mortality. Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} shows that all of the models behave this way at equilibrium. Intuition also suggests that, at equilibrium, as the proportion of infected mosquitoes rises, so would the proportion of infected humans. Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}A shows this to be the case for four out of the five models.

Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}B shows $i_{h}^{\ast}$*versus* the entomological inoculation rate (EIR, the product of the man-biting rate and $i_{v}^{\ast}$). The range of observed EIR found in the literature is from one to one thousand infective bites per year (or 2.7 infective bites per day) \[[@B10]\]. Note that only one of the models exceeds this rate, for two choices of parameters. Beier *et al.*\[[@B10]\] conducted a review of many studies, and found a log-linear dependence of malaria prevalence on the entomological inoculation rate. The relationship they found is plotted in Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}B against output from all five models analysed in this paper. Two of the models fit the observed relationship quite well and two fit poorly, with one mixed result that fit well for six of the nine simulations.

It is intuitive that the disease prevalence in humans should be related to the overall man-biting rate. For all models the man-biting rate was calculated at equilibrium. For the Ross, Macdonald, Anderson/May and McKenzie models, this is given by the bite rate multiplied by the ratio of mosquitoes to humans at equilibrium. For Chitnis it is represented by the modified Hill function at equilibrium (see the equation in Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}C shows the relationship between the man-biting rate and $i_{h}^{\ast}$ across all models and parameter sets. One model scaled significantly differently from the others, and is removed from the re-scaled plot in Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}D. This figure shows that one of the models did not agree with intuition.

The quantities displayed in Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, (percent of mosquitoes infected, entomological inoculation rate, and man-biting rate), are all measurable to some extent in the field. The summary data in Beier *et al.*\[[@B10]\] represents the sort of data to which models should be compared. The correlation (or lack thereof) between these potentially measurable quantities and disease prevalence distinguishes the various models and represents not only a point of comparison between models, but also a point of comparison against data sets.

Parameters to which models were most sensitive
----------------------------------------------

The parameters to which all five models are most sensitive are, with few exceptions, common to all five models, as is seen in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}. They are almost all mosquito parameters which are to some extent subject to human control (bite rate, birth rate, death rate) and also recovery rate of humans, which is under human control. Although all of these models are nonlinear, there does not appear to be any disproportionately large response to parameter changes. Small changes in even the most important parameters resulted in at most moderate changes in equilibrium values, across all five models and all nine choices of initial conditions and parameters.

Response to change in parameters seems to rise with the complexity of the model. In Chitnis, many of the important parameters have to do with construction of the term describing bite rate (which is given as a modified Hill function). Each of these parameters separately has a big effect. Together these effects could either cancel out or magnify each other. Because the sensitivity rankings for the Chitnis model vary markedly with parameter set, any existing patterns in these rankings are obscured in the rankings across all parameter sets presented in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}. Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"} shows all parameters that gave a response greater than or equal to 5% when varied by 5%. With the exception of the McKenzie model, models were sensitive to more parameters when measured from the second set of parameters as a baseline (reflecting a low transmission rate).

The only models that include mosquito birth rate explicitly are Chitnis and McKenzie. In the Chitnis model, this parameter (*ψ*~*m*~) has a large effect for all sets of parameters and initial conditions (7--12% response for a 5% change in birth rate, even in high disease prevalence conditions). Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"} shows that the Chitnis model is sensitive to many parameters when measured from the baseline of the second parameter set, but sensitive to *ψ*~*m*~ in all trials.

Sensitivity profiles as a parameter varies across its range
-----------------------------------------------------------

All models show reduced sensitivity to bite rate at high bite rates. With the exception of McKenzie, the models show increased sensitivity to bite rate for *R*~0~ near and greater than the critical threshold, as expected. In all models the sensitivities of $i_{m}^{\ast}$ and $i_{h}^{\ast}$ to bite rate are positively correlated. This may seem intuitive but it is not the case for some of the other parameters.

Models disagree on the sensitivity profile for mosquito mortality. The sensitivities of $i_{m}^{\ast}$ and $i_{h}^{\ast}$ are not necessarily correlated as the death rate changes. The disagreement is across models and within models as parameters vary, with no parameter set on which they all agree. For comparable parameter sets one model may show the sensitivities of both $i_{h}^{\ast}$ and $i_{m}^{\ast}$ dropping as the death rate approaches the critical value, while another may show heightened sensitivity of $i_{h}^{\ast}$ as the death rate approaches critical. Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} shows an example of this behaviour in the Anderson/May model. In the Ross model, the sensitivity of $i_{m}^{\ast}$ drops steadily while the sensitivity of $i_{h}^{\ast}$ remains constant until the critical value. In the Macdonald and Anderson/May models the sensitivity of $i_{m}^{\ast}$ drops steadily while the sensitivity of $i_{h}^{\ast}$ rises until the critical value is reached, then drops. In the McKenzie model, the sensitivity of $i_{m}^{\ast}$ remains constant while the sensitivity of $i_{h}^{\ast}$ rises for parameter set 1, but for the other two parameter sets the model behaves like the Macdonald and Anderson/May models.

Note that Chitnis uses both a density dependent death rate and a density independent death rate. For the analysis here the density independent rate was chosen as it corresponds both to normal mosquito control measures and to the rate constants used in the other models.In the Chitnis model the sensitivities of $i_{m}^{\ast}$ and $i_{h}^{\ast}$ were sometimes positively and sometimes negatively correlated as mosquito mortality varied, with no discernible pattern across the nine runs.

Of all control measures, treatment that increases human recovery rate is probably the most expensive to implement. It is particularly important to know when a modest treatment effort is likely to have a large impact on the overall disease burden. Unfortunately, the models studied here provide no consistent guidance on this matter. This is another situation where the sensitivities of $i_{h}^{\ast}$ and $i_{m}^{\ast}$ are sometimes negatively correlated as the recovery rate increases and approaches the critical value where *R*~0~ drops below one. The Anderson/May model in particular displays this behaviour for parameter set 3 and initial conditions 2, as shown in Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, with the Macdonald model shown for comparison. These two models differ only in the presence of an "exposed" category for humans and a time delay for that exposure (see Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). On the basis of this unusual behaviour, this pair of models and these parameters and initial conditions were chosen for control experiments, described below.

Control experiments
-------------------

The behaviour of the sensitivity profile is important for control purposes. Some of these models suggest that mosquito mortality has a large, noticeable effect on disease prevalence for *R*~0~ near, but greater than 1. Others suggest only modest change in disease prevalence until the critical value is achieved. Knowing which type of behaviour to expect from mosquito mortality is a useful way to distinguish various models, although it is difficult to quantify directly. For example, the Macdonald and Anderson/May models are quite similar in approach. Yet because of the different sensitivity profiles (such as those shown in Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) the models would be likely to suggest quite different control strategies based on alternative timing of treatment.

These two models were chosen for comparison in the control trials. It is important to note that these control trials measure the performance of the models before they arrive at equilibrium. They are thus measuring a feature of the model not captured by other measures described in this paper.

The results are shown in Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}. Timing of an intervention may be a key factor in its success. One interesting contrast in Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} is between the results of first doubling the mosquito death rate and then doubling the human recovery rate *versus* the reverse order of control methods (bars 8 & 9). Notice that the Anderson/May model predicts a much larger reduction in infected humans if mosquito mortality is doubled first, followed by doubling human recovery rates, whereas the Macdonald model shows little difference between these two sequences. So, although it is difficult to quantify directly the difference between the sensitivity profiles of these two models, it is easy to quantify the effects of such a difference in control trials.

Conclusions
===========

General observations
--------------------

For all models, the parameter sets representing high/low disease transmission did in fact lead to higher/lower percent of infected humans ($i_{h}^{\ast}$) at equilibrium. In general, as the complexity of the model (the number of quantities tracked) increased, the percent of infected humans at equilibrium decreased. For most models, the percent of infected humans at equilibrium was correlated with the percent of infected mosquitoes and also the man-biting rate. The McKenzie model tended to behave quite differently from the other four models under the benchmark tests. However, the mere fact that the McKenzie model was an outlier in these analyses is insufficient to draw conclusions about which model is the "best" model for malaria. Validating these models against data is critical for determining which model best describes malaria dynamics.

Parameters introduced in more complex models tend to be less important than the ones included in all models, from the point of view of sensitivity. The early, simple models capture most of the control dynamics that are likely to work. This is good because they tend to include parameters one might be able to measure.

Benchmark tests for any model of malaria transmission
-----------------------------------------------------

Profoundly different behaviours and sensitivity profiles of these five models suggest the need for benchmark tests that will allow models to be compared easily against each other and, more importantly, against data sets. Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} suggests two of these. Scatterplots, across a variety of parameter choices, of the proportion of infected humans at equilibrium *versus* both the proportion of infected mosquitoes and man-biting rate give a quick way to compare models. Even better, models may be compared against data sets using this method, and tuned accordingly. For example, incidence of malaria is correlated with vector density and resulting entomological inoculation rate as described by Beier *et al.*\[[@B10]\], Elissa *et al.*\[[@B11]\] and Smith *et al.*\[[@B12]\].

Different control strategies are suggested by different patterns of sensitivity. For example, some models suggest that although the sensitivity of $i_{m}^{\ast}$ drops with increased mosquito death rate, the sensitivity of $i_{h}^{\ast}$ increases. If this is correct, a small increase in adulticide could yield big gains even when mosquito populations are already low. Therefore a few simulations of control measures also serve to distinguish models.Note that these benchmarks suffice to distinguish among all but the two simplest models (Ross and Macdonald), which differ only in magnitude of the predicted disease prevalence. Furthermore, if data can be shown to agree with intuition, as in the case of the entomological inoculation rate, then there will be a strong basis for expecting models to agree with the trends displayed in Figures [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}.

The list below summarizes these suggestions.

### (1) Consistency of model performance

Evidence for this can be inferred by comparing the magnitude of infected human and mosquito populations at equilibrium with the four models in this paper that showed consistency with respect to each other (Ross, Macdonald, Anderson/May and Chitnis), across a range of parameters and initial conditions, as in Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. Generally one would expect a model with more compartments to predict a smaller percentage of population in each compartment. This benchmark would help the modeler identify unusual behaviour, such as simultaneous low disease prevalence in humans and high disease prevalence in vectors, as seen in the McKenzie model.

### (2) Comparison with data

Predicted entomological inoculation rate at equilibrium for a variety of reasonable parameter sets can be compared with the range described by Beier *et al.*\[[@B10]\]. Failure to predict EIR values in this range would indicate that a model was calibrated poorly.

The relationship of infected humans to entomological inoculation rate at equilibrium may be compared with the data based model from Beier *et al.*\[[@B10]\] as parameters vary, as in Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}B. This data set, gleaned from a meta-analysis, gives modelers a unique opportunity to test their model against the real world. The simpler Ross and Macdonald models fit the data fairly well. More complex models should preserve this general relationship. Although equilibrium values across a variety of parameter sets were used to generate the plots in Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, a single model with a well justified parameter set could be tested in the same way as time varies.

### (3) Comparison with intuition

Relationship of infected humans to man-biting rate at equilibrium, across a range of parameters as in Figures [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}C and [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}D. As the figure shows, some models do not produce high rates of infection even with the man-biting rate grows large. Similarly, the relationship of infected humans could be compared to infected mosquitoes at equilibrium, across a range of parameters, as in Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}A. A general positive correlation would be expected. Data sets similar the the one for EIR in Beier *et al.*\[[@B10]\] would be far better.

### (4) Comparison of most influential parameters

Ranking the sensitivity of infected mosquitoes and humans at equilibrium to all parameters using methods 1 and 2, as in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}, and identification of parameters to which infected mosquitoes and humans at equilibrium are particularly sensitive, as in Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}, give an indication of what features control most of the predictive value of a model. The top parameters were fairly consistent across models. The introduction of a new parameter that outranks bite rate, mosquito mortality or birth rate, would simultaneously be quite interesting and also a cause for concern, and may require further justification or explanation. Also, a parameter that appears to exhibit undue importance may simply be calibrated poorly and may be the cause of discrepancies in tests such as those in Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. The behaviour of sensitivity of infected mosquitoes and humans to important parameters near critical values of *R*~0~, for a series of baseline parameter tests, as in the example in Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, gives additional information. Variations in this profile allow modelers to search for parameter sets that are likely to respond quite differently to control measures.

### (5) Response to malaria control measures

Comparison of control measures that vary the sequence of interventions, especially for parameter sets with unusual behaviour, as illustrated in Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}. These tests measure properties of a system not yet at equilibrium and, as such, are representative of most natural systems. Models in which timing and order of interventions make a big difference are worth further investigation, and understanding scenarios in which timing and order of interventions matter would be of practical use.

A note on mosquito dynamics and spatial models
----------------------------------------------

In all of the models considered, mosquito dynamics are either represented trivially (as a constant recruitment rate) or arrive at equilibrium quickly. On the other hand, many parameters that are set to a constant value in these models are actually dependent on mosquito population. These are indicated in Table [4](#T4){ref-type="table"} by an asterisk next to them. The various authors have implicitly built mosquito dynamics into parts of their models without representing the lifecycle directly. Each author has done so differently. Indeed, it is almost surprising that the sensitivity profiles for bite rate are so consistent given these very different choices of representation of mosquito population, and less surprising that the other sensitivity profiles are quite different from each other. The various ways in which mosquito dynamics are implicitly built into these models is likely to be a large part of the reason for the different behaviours of these models.

Lindblade *et al.*\[[@B13]\] found a correlation between vector abundance, as measured by indoor resting density, and malaria incidence in a highland region of Uganda. Models that incorporate mosquito population dynamics could be tested to see to what degree and under what conditions the model predicts such a correlation. These authors note that increased rainfall precedes an increase in vector density with a characteristic time lag. Models incorporating mosquito dynamics with varying larval habitat should also display similar properties.

However, introducing mosquito dynamics increases the complexity of models. It may be possible that, once good insect models are coupled to malaria transmission models, some of the inconsistencies between models, as noted in this paper, may diminish. Before coupling mosquito dynamics to a malaria model, mosquito population models must also be tested against each other. In short, a set of benchmarks for mosquito dynamics should be developed to compliment the benchmarks for malaria dynamics suggested in this paper.

This recognition of the importance of mosquito dynamics suggests that models need to include the effects of spatially distributed and temporally evolving environmental conditions (as many are now doing, \[[@B14]-[@B23]\]). Before extending non-spatial models to a spatial domain, it is important to understand how the model behaves in a series of tests such as those suggested here, rather than just understanding how it is constructed, otherwise it is possible that disagreements between spatial models may just reflect different dynamics of the underlying, non-spatial model.

To what extent should one trust models?
---------------------------------------

All of the models discussed in this paper, as well as many more in the literature, are conceptually reasonable. Yet they produce very different results when carefully calibrated to correspond to each other and run through a series of tests. It is perfectly natural to wonder if one should throw all the models out.

It is important to remember that there are many points on which all of the models tested here agree. Based on the sensitivity analysis, they all agree on the importance of bite rate, recovery rate, and mosquito mortality rate. They all show similar trends in disease prevalence as these rates change. If one did not hope for absolute numbers, one could take comfort in the similarity of these gross trends. Good qualitative behaviour is ultimately unsatisfying though, as these trends are already widely accepted and do not require our models to justify them.

To take the benchmarks described here seriously, one would have to admit that the simpler models (Ross, Macdonald, Anderson/May) seem to be doing a better job of matching data and heuristics than the more complicated models (Chitnis, McKenzie). These results, therefore, suggest a strategy of adding new features one at a time to models, and retesting them against the benchmarks to see that overall agreement with data and heuristics has not been lost. Both small problems of calibration and larger conceptual difficulties could be identified in this way. If models are to be useful, field researchers will need to assemble data sets against which they may be compared and tested, such as the one provided by Beier *et al.*\[[@B10]\]. In particular, modelers need data sets either justifying or correcting all of the heuristics described in Figures [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}.

However, the results of the control trials on the Macdonald and Anderson/May models should also be taken seriously. These two models performed consistently although not identically on benchmarks 1-4, yet gave very different answers on benchmark 5. When to undertake control measures is a basic question that dynamical models ought to be able to answer (correctly). Appropriate timing of an intervention can increase its impact, which is particularly important if the intervention is expensive. It is clear at this point that it would be unwise to trust a model to answer this question. The results of this paper suggest two strategies for bringing various models into alignment with each other on this point. One is to include basic, validated mosquito dynamics, so that models are not forced to infer these in inevitably different ways. The second is to calibrate models against better data sets if possible, in advance of attempting to make predictions.

Models are usually compared based on what quantities are modeled, how their relationships are expressed, and the qualitative nature of output in terms of fixed points and bifurcations. This paper adds additional useful points of comparison based on the performance of a model in relation to itself, to data, and to a few other models.

The benchmarks suggested in this paper are meant to serve modelers in the future. Benchmark 1 is a test of internal consistency. Benchmark 2 is a comparison with data. Benchmark 3 is a comparison with intuition which could perhaps be expressed in a data set. Benchmark 4 gives clues as to how to adjust a model appropriately or troubleshoot unusual behaviour. Benchmark 5 asks whether a model is capable of distinguishing among a series of control strategies, and under what conditions. Together these represent five tools modelers can use to improve the performance of their models in various ways.
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